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This is the story of life. It is about love and relationships; about the importance of family; about how real life and human 
emotions invariably mess each of these up. It looks at death, divorce and dating; losing loved ones; family feuds and 
other intertwined issues; grief and stress & so much more 
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Essentially the book tracks my life, certainly the main highlights and major emotional issues, from the freedom of 
childhood, through teenage angst, discovering girls properly and love, the trauma of a fatal car crash, and getting back 
on track to become a City of London lawyer. There are the main family issues, falling in love, marriage, having kids, 
struggling to cope with it all, a young family death, concerns about one of our prematurely born twin sons, and ultimately 
sadly the cracks in our marriage leading to divorce. Amicable for our children initially, then the animosity kicked in 
months later as we both struggled to come to terms with the loss of our love after 13 years together and our 4 amazing 
young sons. The story then charts my battles to not lose them, or be excluded from their lives, whilst having to accept 
that i could no longer see them every day (as I always had) and finding other things, such as dating, drinking and 
partying, to help fill that void. It tracks my years of post-divorce dating, and then re-marriage, believing (naively as it 
transpired) that I could rebuild everything — it was all based on foundations of sand and collapsed.  

  

So now as I approach my 50th birthday, as my 3 eldest sons are all now in their early 20's and leaving home, I have had 
the chance to reflect on my life, the good and bad bits, to try and make sense of it all, and to offer my views on the world 
(both then as things happened, but also with the benefit of hindsight and wisdom now looking back). I think it covers the 
whole gamut of human emotions, and those who have read it describe it as gripping and interesting, and certainly a very 
full life!  And hopefully there is more to come, but no longer the wild pursuit of happiness that drove me for so many of 
the mad years. I look forward to discussing it with you. 
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Finally, it is written in the third person and using an alias, **Cory is my pen name, given the personal nature of much of 
it, and I have naturally changed everyone else's names too. However, the tabloid press in the UK got hold of the press 
release and started exploring salacious aspects of the story for their lurid headlines last month — attached. This led to 
London legal websites (in my market) revealing my real identity, which was never a huge secret, but perhaps is unkind 
on others I write about in the book! 
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